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Wh-questions and wh-islands:
Short + long movement → island effect
(1) She explained [that  she hid the money in the fridge].

(2) She explained [what1 she hid ________1 in the fridge]. (Short)
(3) She explained [where2 she hid the money _________2].

(4) What1 did she explain [____1 that she hid ________1 in the fridge]? (Long)
(5) Where2 did she explain [____2 that she hid the money _________2]?

(6) ??What1 did she explain [where2 she hid ___1 ___2]? (Island effect)
(7) *Where2 did she explain [what she hid ___1 ___2]?

• The wh-element in CP-spec blocks further extraction. 
è The embedded wh-question is an island.
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Wh-questions and wh-islands:
Short + long movement → island effect

• This has also been confirmed experimentally (Christensen and Nyvad 2019)

✓

✓ *

Christensen, Ken Ramshøj, and Anne Mette Nyvad. 2019. “No Escape from the Island: On Extraction from Complement Wh-Clauses in English.” In The Sign of the V – Papers in Honour of Sten
Vikner, edited by Ken Ramshøj Christensen, Henrik Jørgensen, and Johanna L. Wood, 95–112. Aarhus: Dept. of English, School of Communication & Culture, Aarhus University. 
https://doi.org/10.7146/aul.348.91.
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Islands

• Island constraints are standardly assumed to be universal:
Part of Universal Grammar
• Rules that block extraction from syntactic islands

• Part of the human genetic makeup
• Constraints on the phase space for language development and language 

variation.
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Wh-islands in Danish
(Christensen, Kizach, and Nyvad 2013)
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Table 1 Examples of the stimuli
used in experiment 1

Condition Example

Base (VS) Ved hun godt at man kan leje noget dér?

Knows she well that one can rent something there?

“Does she know that you can rent something there?”

Base (SV) Hun ved godt at man kan leje noget dér.

She knows well that one can rent something there.

“She knows that you can rent something there.”

Short (Arg) Ved hun godt hvad man kan leje dér?

Knows she well what one can rent there?

“Does she know what you can rent there?”

Short (Adj) Ved hun godt hvor man kan leje noget?

Knows she well where one can rent something?

“Does she know where you can rent something?”

Long (Arg) Hvad ved hun godt at man kan leje dér?

What knows she well that one can rent there?

“What does she know that you can rent there?”

Long (Adj) Hvor ved hun godt at man kan leje noget?

Where knows she well that one can rent something?

“Where does she know that you can rent something?”

Across (Arg) Hvad ved hun godt hvor man kan leje?

What knows she well where one can rent?

“What does she know where you can rent?”

Across (Adj) Hvor ved hun godt hvad man kan leje?

Where knows she well what one can rent?

“Where does she know what you can rent?”

*Doubly-filled Ved hun godt hvor hvad man kan leje?

Spec-CP Knows she well where what one can rent?

“Does she know where what you can rent?”

as illustrated in Fig. 1. For each of the three movement types (Short, Long, and Across),
half involved a wh-object (Arg), half a wh-adjunct (Adj). The difference between argument
and adjunct extraction from wh-islands reported in the literature, Across (Arg > Adj), is the
difference between our conditions 6 and 7. Condition 8 contained ungrammatical sentences
with both wh-elements competing for the same Spec-CP position in the embedded clause.

Such *Doubly-filled Spec-CP sentences were added as controls for ungrammaticality,
i.e., to test whether island violations receive judgments on a par with violations of phrase
structure.

In order to keep the stimuli as simple as possible, we used only bare (single word)
wh-elements (the pronoun hvad ‘what’ for arguments and the adverb hvor ‘where’ for
adjuncts) rather than complex (multi word) wh-phrases (e.g., which car and in which city or
where in Denmark). This was partly in order to keep processing load to a minimum, because
the scalar judgment task would be difficult to begin with, but also because results from syn-
tactic processing of ‘semantically light’ sentences should be generalizable to ‘semantically
heavier’ sentences with the same overall structure (but not necessarily vice versa) (cf. Clifton
et al. 2006:61).
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Fig. 1 Partial syntactic structures corresponding to movement-derived stimuli. Top row: argument (object)
movement, bottom row: adjunct (sentence adverbial) movement. A Short (Arg), B Long (Arg), C Across
(Arg). A′ Short (Adj), B′ Long (Adj), C′ Across (Adj)

Procedure

The task was an acceptability judgment task. Participants were presented with one sentence
at the time and asked to provide acceptability judgments on an ordinal scale from 1 to 5.
The instruction was that 1 were to be used for sentences that were completely unaccept-
able/ungrammatical, and 5 were to be used for sentences that were completely acceptable;
2 meant almost completely unacceptable, 4 almost acceptable, and 3 intermediate (‘rather
odd’). Participants were instructed to answer as fast as they could and to rely solely on their
own intuition rather than on what they expected to be standard or correct language.

The ordinal scale from 1 to 5 was used in order to detect subtle differences in acceptability
that might otherwise be undetectable with a binary choice (grammatical vs. ungrammatical
or acceptable vs. unacceptable). It should be noted that the absolute values (from 1 to 5)
obtained in experiments such as this one, in themselves have no inherent meaning. That is,
they do not translate directly into the diacritics typically used to indicate acceptability/gram-
maticality (*, ?, ??, etc.). “They depend in part on the nature of the distractor items included
in the study. What is of most interest is the relative acceptability of minimal pairs included
in the study” (Clifton et al. 2006:56).

The order of sentences was pseudo-randomized across participants. Answer (1–5) and
response time (RT, measured in milliseconds) were recorded. Stimuli and responses were
presented and collected on a PC using Cogent 2000 (The Cogent 2000 Team, Functional
Imaging Laboratory and Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, UCL, London) running in
Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA, USA). Statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS 19 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
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Wh-islands in Danish
(Christensen, Kizach, and Nyvad 2013)

• Hypothesis: Priming effects (on acceptability) can only be found with degraded 
but grammatical sentences (Sprouse 2007, 123-124). Hence, structural 
priming/training is suggestive of grammaticality.
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Because
(a) Movement is successive cyclic…
• Wh-movement proceeds 

stepwise via the local Spec-CP
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(From handout by prof. Jason Merchant:
h_p://home.uchicago.edu/~merchant/classes/syntax2.2005/successive.cyclic.handout.pdf)

 1 

Syntax handout        J. Merchant 
 

Evidence for successive cyclic wh-movement 
 
 1.Languages with wh-agreement 
  Irish, Chamorro, Palauan, Hausa, Passamaquoddy, Coptic 
 2. Successive inversion phenomena 
  Belfast English, Spanish, French 
 3. Intermediate copy pronunciation 
  Child English, German dialects 
 4. Wh-scope marking (‘partial wh-movement’) 
  German, Romany, Hungarian, Hindi 
 5. Stranded all in West Ulster English 
 6. Intermediate reconstruction effects 
 7. Zaenen, Annie. 1983. On syntactic binding. Linguistic Inquiry 14:469-504. 
 

1. Languages with wh-agreement 
 (see Haïk, Isabelle. 1990. Anaphoric, pronominal, and referential INFL. Natural Language 

and Linguistic Theory 8: 347-374 for an overview) 
 
Irish (data from James McCloskey, 1979, Transformational syntax and model theoretic semantics: A 

case study in Modern Irish; D. Reidel: Dordrecht) 
 
Declaratives: 
 
(1) Deir sé go dtuigeann  sé  an scéal. 
 says he that  understands  he the story 
 ‘He says that he understands the story.’ 
 
(2) Dúirt sé gur bhuail tú é. 
 said he C struck you him 
 'He said you struck him.' 
 
Yes-no Questions: 
 
(3) An bpósfaidh tú mé? 
 Q   will.marry you me 
 ‘Will you marry me?’ 
 
WH-Questions: 
 
(4) Cén fear     aL thiteann go talamh 
 which man C falls to earth 
 'Which man falls to earth?' 
 
(5) Cé    [aL bhuail tú] ? 
 who   C struck you 
 'Who did you hit?' 
 
(6) Cé  aL  mheas  tú  aL  chonaic tú? 
 who  C  thought you  C  saw  you 
 ‘Who did you think that you saw?’ 
 
(7) Cén t-úrscéal  aL  mheas mé aL  dúirt sé aL  thuig         sé. 
 which novel        C  thought I C  said he C  understood he 
 ‘Which novel did I think he said he understood?’ 

http://home.uchicago.edu/~merchant/classes/syntax2.2005/successive.cyclic.handout.pdf


…and
(b) ACROSS is grammatical in Danish…
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…then
(c) WH-clauses are not islands in Danish
• Cf. also grammatical extraction from embedded y/n-questions (Christensen, Kizach & Nyvad 2013, 248):

(8) a. Ved.    hun ikke [CP om Lars har fundet kablet]?
Knows she not      if   Lars has found  cable-the

b. *Ved     hun ikke [CP hvad om Lars har fundet __]?
Knows she  not      what if     Lars has found

c. Hvad ved     hun ikke [CP __ om Lars har fundet __]?
What knows she  not             if   Lars has found

• Priming / “satiation” effects have also been reported for whether-islands in English (Snyder 2000)
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Some islands have bridges…
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What about relative clauses?
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Relative clauses (RCs):

(9) They looked for the money [which1 the woman hid ___1 in the fridge].
(10) *What2 did they look for the money [which1 the woman hid ___1 in _______2]?

(11) They looked for the money [ec1 that the woman hid ___1 in the fridge].
(12) *What2 did they look for the money [ec2 that the woman hid ___1 in _______2]?

(13) They talked to the woman [who1 ___1 hid the money in the fridge].
(14) *What2 did they talk to the woman [who1 ___1 hid ________2 in the fridge]?
(15) *What2 did they talk to the woman [who1 ___1 hid the money in _______2]?

• The wh-element in CP-spec blocks further extraction.
è The RC is an island.
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RCs are also islands:
Short + long movement → island effect

✓
*
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ExtracJon from RCs in Danish

• Acceptability survey (Christensen & Nyvad 2014)
• (64 items + fillers. 7-point Likert scale. Constant: Structure, Length, Tns, Asp, Animacy, Cohesion, 

MVC) 

(16) Pia har engang set en pensionist [som/der havde sådan en hund]. [+SC, –EXTR]
Pia has once seen a pensioner COMP had such a dog

(17) Sådan en hund har Pia engang set en pensionist [som/der havde ___]. [+SC, +EXTR]
Such a dog has Pia once seen a pensioner COMP had

(18) Pia har engang mødt en pensionist [som/der havde sådan en hund]. [–SC, –EXTR]
Pia has once met a pensioner COMP had such a dog

(19) Sådan en hund har Pia engang mødt en pensionist [som/der havde ___]. [–SC, +EXTR]
Such a dog has Pia once met a pensioner COMP had

15
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Danish som/der
• Som: Ambiguous btw. SUBJ/OBJ-RC
• Der: Unambiguous SUBJ-RC
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● [−SC]
[+SC]Extraction from RCs in Danish

• No effect of ±SC or COMP…
• Movement effect (p<.0001)

• Extraction reduces acceptability

• Frequency effect (p<.0001)
• Positive correlation btw. frequency and acceptability

• And learning/priming effect (“Trial”) (p<.0001)
• Suggesting that RC-extraction is indeed grammatical…

• (For replication for Swedish, see Müller 2015)
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The model estimates are presented in table 1. As the figures in table 1 shows, the three 

predictions were borne out. There were no significant effects of [SC] or [COMP], whereas the 

effect of [±Extraction] was significant (p<0.0001). None of the interactions were significant.  

 

 Estimate Std. Error p-value  
(Intercept) 5.0989 0.2655 0.0000 *** 
Trial 0.0366 0.0075 0.0000 *** 
Frequency 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 *** 
Extraction -3.3056 0.3135 0.0000 *** 
SC -0.0480 0.2941 0.8703  
COMP 0.1515 0.2908 0.6024  
Extraction x SC -0.3340 0.4181 0.4244  
Extraction x COMP -0.1050 0.4105 0.7982  
SC x COMP -0.1934 0.4089 0.6363  
Extraction x SC x COMP 0.5633 0.5842 0.3349  

Table 2. Summary of fixed effects. ***Significant effect, p<0.001. 

 

As explained above, we included the verb møde ‘meet’ as [– SC] (see table 1) even though it 

received an intermediate acceptability rating in the norming study because it corresponds to 

one of the two verbs examined in K&L. To see if the [±SC] status of møde affected the 

overall results, we ran the mixed-effects model again with møde categorized as [+SC]. The 

results were basically the same; Trial, Frequency, and Extraction: p<0.0001, and all the other 

effects p>0.45. We also ran the model with møde left out as well as with both se and møde left 

out (since they form a pair in table 1), but again, the results were essentially the same: Trial, 

Frequency, and Extraction: p≤0.0003, and all other effects p>0.33. 

 To explore the relative distribution of the acceptability of the 16 individual verbs, we 

plotted the mean acceptability of each verb along [–Extraction], the x-axis in figure 1, and 

[+Extraction], the y-axis. From mere visual inspection, it is clear that [±SC] does not manifest 

itself as distinct categories, whereas [±Extraction] does. 

Processing effects

16
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Consequence: Recursive CP

• The embedded CP[+WH] can be RECURSIVE in Danish (and English?)
• Outer SPEC licensed as Last Resort

17
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stacking and extraction contexts, and one involving CP, which exclusively contains V2 and 
disallows extraction.4 
 
 (2)  a.        b. 

 
 
The empirical goal of this paper is to argue in favor of the CP-recursion analysis by unifying 
the evidence from embedded V2 and complementizer stacking with the evidence from 
extraction in Danish (reaffirming the exceptional status of the Scandinavian languages in 
relation to supposedly universal constraints on extraction). The line of argumentation adopts 
the standard assumptions of strict cyclicity and the existence of edge features (or occurrence 
features [OCC]), required for independent empirical reasons, as discussed in section 2 below. 
The theoretical objective is to give a unified account of the data in terms of the differentiated 
CP-recursion analysis in (2) and to show how previous accounts of the extraction phenomena, 
including the minimalist multiple-specifier proposal (Chomsky 1995:286), come up short 
with respect to data from Danish.  
 

2 CP-recursion and the difference between CP and cP 
That the syntactic environments of embedded V2 and complementizer stacking form a natural 
class in that they allow CP-recursion in the embedded clause was suggested in e.g. Rizzi & 
Roberts (1989), Vikner & Schwartz (1996), Hoekstra (1993), and Watanabe (1993). The 
central claim in this article is that long-distance extraction belongs in the same group, as first 
sketched out in	Christensen, Kizach & Nyvad (2013a: 247-248) for wh-islands. Our analysis 
is based on the standard theoretical assumption that long-distance extraction applies 
successive-cyclically via intermediate CP-Specs (Poole 2011; Chomsky 1973; 1986). Data 
supporting this assumption come from both cross-linguistic studies (see e.g. Kayne & Pollock 
1978 for French; Torrego 1984 for Spanish; Chung & McCloskey 1987 for Modern Irish; 
Henry 1995 for Belfast English), language acquisition studies (Felser 2004; Crain & Thornton 
1998), and psycholinguistic studies (e.g. Gibson & Warren 2004; Marinis et al. 2005). As 

																																																								
4	See Koizumi (1995) who posited a CP/PolP structure in parallel syntactic environments, and de Cuba’s (2007) 
independent proposal that non-factive verbs select a non-recursive cP headed by a semantic operator removing 
the responsibility for the truth of the embedded clause from the speaker.	
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Escaping a relative clause in Danish

Page 7 of 26	

 
(9) a. Pia har engang mødt en pensionist der havde sådan en hund.  (Danish) 
  Pia has once met a pensioner who had such a dog 
 

b. Sådan en hund1 har Pia engang mødt en pensionist der havde __1.  
Such a dog has Pia once met a pensioner who had 

 
The difference in acceptability between SC-selecting verbs (8b) and non-SC-selecting (9b) 
did not reach significance in the extraction condition (remarkably, out of a total of 16 verbs, 
the non-SC-selecting møde ‘meet’ was the verb that received the highest acceptability ratings 
in the extraction condition), and hence the distinction between these two types of verbs does 
not seem to be crucial to understanding this extraction phenomenon in Danish. 
 The cP/CP-analysis proposed here will simply treat the possibility of this type of long-
distance extraction as an instance of cP-recursion, as shown in the structure for (9b) in (10): 
  
(10)  

 
The topicalized constituent sådan en hund (“such a dog”) is able to move out of the relative 
clause because cP is recursive, and the [OCC]-feature provides an escape hatch in its 
specifier.  
 

4 Extraction from wh-islands 

4.1 Argument/adjunct asymmetry 
In the syntax literature, there is a ‘standard pattern’ of wh-extraction from wh-islands which 
involves an asymmetry. Object extraction is more acceptable than adjunct and subject 
extraction: 
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Formal vs. informal ratings

• Acceptability ratings are often lower in formal experiments than in informal settings
• Examples in naturalistic discourse are rated low in experiments (see Müller 2019, 182, 185 for 

discussion and references)

• Perhaps due to misparse (structural misanalysis)?
• (Kush et al. 2019, 24)

• Difficult to maintain naturalness while trying to control for everything else
• Lexical material, coherence, early attachment, length, frequency, etc.

• Perhaps a supporting context would help: Supportive context facilitates comprehension 
of object-initial clauses (Kristensen et al. 2014)
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Is the pattern the same
in English as in Danish?
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ExtracJon from RCs in English

• Assuming that RCs are not strong islands in English, Christensen and Nyvad (2022)
made three predictions:

• Prediction 1: The level of acceptability of extraction from an RC correlates with the frequency 
of occurrence of the matrix verb.
• Processing effect found for Danish.

• Prediction 2: The level of acceptability of extraction from an RC increases as a function of 
exposure over time (trial effect).
• Processing effect found for Danish.

• Prediction 3: Topicalization from an RC is more acceptable than extracting a wh-element.
• Information structure effect (topicalization better than wh-movement) found for Swedish (Lindahl 2017) 

and Norwegian (Kush et al. 2019)
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Extraction from RCs in English

• The target stimuli consisted of 48 target sentences, 12 sets 
corresponding to:

(20) Peter once kissed a girl who preferred that type of man. (Baseline)
(21) What type of man did Peter once kiss a girl who preferred? (Wh)
(22) That type of man Peter once kissed a girl who preferred. (Topic)
(23) *What type of man did Peter once kiss a girl who preferred men? (Anomaly)

• Target sentences and fillers distributed over 6 lists which were 
presented as online surveys using Google Drive. 
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ParJcipants

• 190 native speakers of English 
(84 male, 106 female), mean age 
42 years (range = 16–81, SD = 
16). 

• Including only nationalities with 
10 or more participants.
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Results

1. Emma truly disliked guys
[who1 _1 drove that type of car].

2. *What type of car2 did Emma truly 
dislike guys [who1 _1 drove _2]?

3. *That type of car2 Emma truly 
disliked guys [who1 _1 drove].

4. *What type of car? did Emma truly 
dislike guys [who1 _1 drove cars]?
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Linear mixed effects,
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Not significantly different!
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Results
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• Extraction reduces acceptability 
(p<0.001)

• Marginal difference between TOPIC 
and WH (p<0.1)

• No main effects of education, 
bilingualism, nationality, or frequency 
(p>0.1)

• TRIAL
• Negative (!) effects on WH (p=0.07)
• No effect on TOPIC or ANOM

• LINGUIST
• Small positive (!) effect on BASE 

(p<0.001), WH (p<0.001), and TOPIC 
(p<0.01)

• No effect on ANOM
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RC: conclusion

• Assuming that RCs are not strong islands in English, we made three predic`ons:

• Predic2on 1: The level of acceptability of extracLon from an RC correlates with the frequency of occurrence 
of the matrix verb.

• Not confirmed: Freq. not significant

• Predic2on 2: The level of acceptability of extracLon from an RC increases as a funcLon of exposure over Lme 
(trial effect).

• Not confirmed: No significant posi2ve effect of Trial
• (Nega&ve effect in WH)

• Predic2on 3: TopicalizaLon from an RC is more acceptable than extracLng a wh-element.
• Not confirmed

• Conclusion: RCs are (probably) strong islands in English
• Support for the standard assump@on
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Parametric variation

• English RC = strong island:
• All extraction from RC < 3 in 

acceptability
• No lexical or processing effects

• Danish RC = “weak/non-island”:
• Extraction ‘smeared’ from 1-4
• Lexical effect of Freq.
• Positive effect of Trial

• This suggests parametric variation
• An ‘escape hatch’ is required in 

Danish
• ±cP-recursion
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Conclusions

• Island constraints are universal
• UG-based: Locality & Successive cyclicity

• The status of par4cular island ‘construc4ons’ is subject to parametric 
varia4on

• Strong islands are ‘true’ islands: They block extrac4on.
• But if extrac4on is (some4mes) allowed, it cannot be a ‘strong’ syntac4c 

island.
• Acceptability is a maQer of degree, depending on a range of syntacSc and non-

syntacSc factors, such as semanScs (facSvity, event structure) and pragmaScs 
(coherence, specificity).
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Thanks
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